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Setting

Genre: Western/Thriller/ Magical Realism

Logline: A wandering man carrying a grave burden convenes with a Highwayman in an empty land.

Synopsis:
The Pallbearer is transporting his brothers remains to a final resting place. Along the road he meets the 

Highwayman who takes him into the woods to camp for the night. After conversing for a while, the Highwayman 
decides to kill the Pallbearer and steal his belongings. He soon realizes that murder has a more literal punishment 

than he thought; he awakens the next day to discover the coffin has attached itself to him and he must now 
literally bear the weight of the man he murdered.



Pallbearer
A skinny, haggard man (late 30s). 
He carries a wooden coffin chained 

to his back which contains the 
remains of his brother. 

Highwayman
The Highwayman (early 40s) is a 

large, imposing man with a 
penchant for treasure

Mother
A large gluttonous woman whose 
existence is devoted consuming



This short is set in the same world 
as the feature film A Poor 
Wayfaring Man of Grief,  I’m 
directing to be shot in the early 
Spring of 2020. 

This project creates a localized 
folklore that is specifically tied to 
the culture and geography of the 
Rocky Mountain Region, 
harnessing American Folkloric 
traditions akin to Paul Bunyan, 
Bigfoot, and Pecos Bill.

The  inspiration for the filmic 
world these narratives inhabit 
came from Mormon pioneer 
records, hymns, the Big Rock 
Candy Mountain and Bear Lake 
lore. 

Magical realism elements feature 
heavily in both The Pallbearer 
and the feature film. 

Engaging with fables, myth and 
allegory with a distinctive Utah 
flavor. 



First include a lot of films that inspired us
November  - link to trailer

Western films

Witch

(More)?

Cohen brothers/ there will be blood

trailer trailer trailertrailer trailer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rXWqcZ7m6Os
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQXmlf3Sefg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzEcTKUHxJc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_2PyxzSH1HM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38A__WT3-o0


The Film will have a muted 
color palette harnessing 

the stark landscapes of the 
mountains east of Bear 

Lake Valley

The short will have an 
analog quality evocative of 

older Western film

The film will be shot 
simply, using stabilized 

wide shots of the landscape 
and intimate close ups. 

 



This film will showcase Utah’s 
natural beauty and will be 
shot around Bear Lake Valley 
and Central Northern Utah



Max Nebeker
Writer and Producer Lucy Nebeker 

Writer, Director and Producer
Script Writer, Director and 
Producer



Production Aesthetic

Themes    Characters Mise-En-Scene Costume Set Music Cinematography Lighting



 

Retributive Justice:

Old Testament style justice (i.e. an eye for an 
eye) - Those who commit a sin will be punished 
but in some ways the punishment is a sin itself 
resulting in a cycle of violence.

Contrapasso:

The punishment fits the sin



 

Visual hyperbole 
- Over-exaggerations of thematic elements 
- Overly large coffin - for bearing the weight of murder and heavy gold filled boots for entrapping the thief, the overindulgence of 

the gluttonous women contrasted with the emaciation of her neglected children. 
Lighting

- Chiaroscuro lighting which accentuates the theme of good and evil, justice and sin and the black and white view point of retributive 
judgement. 

Camera Movements 
- The camera movements throughout the film will accentuate the theme of the cycliclal nature of justice, retribution and sin.  

Throughout the film the camera will explore various elliptical movements, moving on circular axises through the 2nd and 3rd 
dimensions, as well as spinning on a fixed focal point. 

Mise-en-scene
-Balance of props and composition
-Prop is out of balance - can of beans falling over
-Characters unbalanced (Blocking and framing) eg. campfire scene one standing other sitting

Old Testament Textures
- Subtle inclusion of imagery of the 10 plagues of the Old Testament: blood, frogs, crickets, death of firstborn ect...

Sensory Stimulation
- Visual Textures are “felt” by the audience,

 for example, the beard of the highwayman is caked in mud and when he scratches it, bits fall off.

Expression of Themes and Overarching Visual Metaphors through Filmic Elements



 

Characters

Pallbearer: 
- Costume

- Black/ dark grey, overly large coffin on back that is hard to bear. (viscerally painful to watch his struggle)
- Him being dirty, dirt caked beard. 

- Blocking (internal feelings vs interaction)- off balance with the other characters
- Mannerisms

- Always trying to correct stack of cans, itch side?
Mother

- Costume
- Also Black dark grey (reflection of sin)
- Boils on face, no teeth

- Blocking - She doesn’t move from her spot ever. Only eats. Rolls around doesn't move discreetly\
- Manner - as disgusting as possible. Really loud crisp mouth noises
- Children- super skinny, always together. No speaking

Highwayman:
- Costume

- Dark grey outfit. In a grey area so light reflects this. Magpie feathers, dramatic boots. Moves like a bird. Taller than the 
Pallbearer while both standing/ campsite a nest, bobbles attached to jacket and gold tooth. 

- Blocking - bird like, moves his head from side to side, a big fidgety 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xb6qxZxaqxM


 

Overall Mise-en-Scene

1 color (primary or secondary) is prominent in a 
scene and is carried through each shot

Representative of the film’s Dreamy, Dark Tone

Stark Natural World with Surreal Accents



                          :Pallbearer



                       : Highwayman



Mother and Emaciated Twins                         : The Gluttonous Mother



Mother’s Camp
                                       :The Mother’s Camp



Highway
                                       :The Highway



Set Design: Campsite                                    :The Highwayman’s Camp



                                    :The Highwayman’s Camp                                    :The Highwayman’s Camp



Hymns

The film will use a specific Mormon hymn which befits the themes presented.

“I’m a Pilgrim, I’m a Stranger”

Ambience:

If there is music it draws from the aforementioned hymn. Otherwise music will be more of an 
ambient soundscape.

https://www.lds.org/music/library/hymns/im-a-pilgrim-im-a-stranger?lang=eng&_r=1


Camera
Camera movement is cyclical most of the time. / 
explore all axis of camera movements

Day Scenes - stark noon-time shadows
Night Scenes - Chiaroscuro, high contrast lighting

Motion/ imbue movement in shots and editing/ kurosawa 
style
Inspiration:
Slow west, It comes at Night, November, 



Apacolypse now speech on horror

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPPGMNOLaMw




For Questions Please Contact Lucy Nebeker at lnebeker@gmail.com


